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For a large class of scattering systems we study the behavior of the determinant 
of the scattering matrix as a function on the spectrum of the unperturbed 
operator. The variation of this determinant is related to the number of eigen- 
values due to the perturbation. This relation generalizes results of Levinson and 
others. The range of physical systems to which these results apply is thus 
considerably extended. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The framework of the present paper is the abstract theory of scattering in 
Hilbert space [12]. The corresponding physical situation may be imagined as 
an isolated quantum mechanical system consisting of two separate parts which 
may or may not interact. If they do not one speaks of the free system; the self- 
adjoint operator corresponding to its energy is denoted by Ho. If an interaction P 
takes place, the operator corresponding to the energy of the system is Ho + C-. 
Under suitable conditions on HO and Va self-adjoint operator H can be associated 
with HO + V and the following strong limits exist: 
Q, : = s-lim &Hte-iH”t 
t-i-n (1) 
A& are called the wave operators. Their existence signifies that the interacting 
system behaves at large (positive or negative) times as if it were free. If the wave 
operators exist they are isometric. If their ranges coincide they are said to be 
complete. If the wave operators exist and are complete, Ho and V are said to 
define an abstract scattering system. For an abstract scattering system the 
operator 
s zs np (4 
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is unitary. It is called the scattering operator. It describes the scattering process 
in the following sense: If at large negative times the (interacting) system behaves 
as if it were a free system in the state t,- , then it will at large positive times behave 
as if it were a free system in the state #+ = SC/- . S commutes with (the spectral 
measure of) HO. In a spectral representation with respect to Ho it will therefore 
be represented by a family of operators {S(h)}A,,(,o, the scattering matrix [l]. 
The best known example in scattering theory is the scattering of a quantum 
mechanical particle by a potential in three-dimensional Euclidean space (potential 
scattering [23]); in this case the Hilbert space is L2(R3), Ho is the self-adjoint 
extension of the negative Laplacean, and V is the multiplication operator by a 
real-valued, measurable function V( .). If o is spherically symmetric, then HO, 
V, and thus S commute with the rotation group and with its generators, the 
angular momentum operators. The scattering matrix in the subspace of fixed 
angular momentum 1 is of the form 
h(h) = exp@ %@)I A@) for a.e. h E R, 
with 6,(h) E R and I,(h) the (21$~ 1)-d’ rmensional unit matrix. Using the theory 
of ordinary differential equations Levinson [17] has proved the following: If 
s, r / w(r)] dr + Irn r2 I w(r)/ dr < co 
then S,(h) is continuous, 6,(00) = lim,,, S,(h) exists, and 
where n, is the number of eigenvalues, counted with their multiplicities, of H 
with eigenvectors in the subspace of angular momentum 1. Equation (3) can 
also be written 
n, = & In det Sr(h)lao(H~) 
where &(HO) denotes the boundary of the spectrum o(HO) = [0, co). Taking, 
formally, the sum over all I gives 
N = &In det S(h)lao(H~) (4) 
where N is the total number of eigenvalues of H. In (4) no reference is made any 
more to the particular nature of the scattering system involved. This suggests that 
(4) might be true for a class of scattering systems which is larger than the one 
treated by Levinson. 
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The importance of relations such as (3) and (4) is twofold. In the first place 
they have an intrinsic value since they reveal a rather deep connection between 
a quantity depending on the discrete spectra of Ho and Hand a quantity related 
to the continuous spectra of Ho and H. On the other hand, they have man! 
applications in connection with a wide variety of mathematical and physical 
problems [3]; the following may serve as examples: the inverse scattering 
problem in mathematical physics [17], the calculation of densities of states in 
solid state physics [6, Chap. 51, the question of the occurrence of certain bound 
states in nuclear physics [7]. Not all of these examples satisfy the conditions 
imposed by Levinson. Therefore several authors have attempted to generalize (3). 
Among them Jauch [I l] and Martin [IS] h ave pointed out that V need not be 
a multiplication operator for (3) to hold. Buslaev [4] has considered potential 
scattering without spherical symmetry, more precisely with v E S(R3), the 
Schwartz class of rapidly decreasing P-functions. He has shown that (4) 
cannot hold in this case because N is finite but In det S(h) diverges as X --f co. 
He has also proved a suitable modification of (4). His results have recently 
been extended to a somewhat larger class of potentials by Newton [19]. In 
another paper [5], Buslaev has derived (4) in the framework of the Friedrichs 
model. Wollenberg [25] has obtained (4) f or a class of abstract scattering systems 
for which V is a traceclass operator and some function of V and (HO - z)-’ has 
certain analyticity properties. The conditions imposed in [5] and [25] are too 
restrictive for most applications to physically interesting scattering systems. 
In particular they do not admit even the very simple case of potential scattering 
treated in [4]. This follows from the fact that in [5] and in [25] Eq. (4) holds, 
whereas in [4] it does not hold. It is the main aim of the present paper to prove 
a modification of (4) for a class of abstract scattering systems which is sufficiently 
large to include many systems of physical interest. This class of scattering systems 
will be specified in Section2, through Assumptions (A), (B), (C), (D), and (E); 
the corresponding modification of (4) is f ormulated in Theorem 2. In Section 3 
an outline of the abstract approach to scattering theory developed by Kato and 
Kuroda [14, 161 (the KK-approach, for short) is given. In this framework the 
scattering matrix is studied. This, together with some more technical results 
proved in Section 4, provides the basis for the proof of Theorem 2 in Section 5. 
An illustration of these results by means of a simple example is given in Section 6. 
Finally Section 7 contains a related result for this example as well as comments 
on applications to physical scattering systems. 
Notation. X denotes a separable Hilbert space with scalar product (., .>. 
The sets of all bounded, Hilbert-Schmidt, and traceclass operators and the 
corresponding norms are denoted by a(%), gs(X), aI(&‘) and j] * /I, /) . l)a, 
II . III 9 respectively. The orthocomplement of a subset 9 C &’ is denoted by 
P-. If A is a (densely defined) linear operator on &‘, .P(A) denotes its domain, 
W(A) its range, a(A) its spectrum, p(A) its resolvent set, and A* its adjoint. 
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The resolvents of the self-adjoint operators Ho and H will be denoted by 
F(z) = (Ho - .z)-’ and R(z) EE (H - z)-1, respectively. If d is a Bore1 subset 
of IF& x4(.) denotes its characteristic function, d’ its complement, and d its 
closure. The bar is also used for the closure of a closable linear operator on X 
and for the conjugate of a complex number. 
2. ASUMPTIONS AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let X be a separable Hilbert space and let HO, I’ be two self-adjoint operators 
on .X. In order for Ho and V to define an abstract scattering system, V must 
satisfy some kind of assumption ensuring that H = HO + 1’ is in a certain 
sense close to Ho. The KK-approach is based on the observation that it is 
convenient to factorize the perturbation as V = AB and to formulate the 
assumptions in terms of the factors A and B. Let 
V=D[ VI, j v / = (Y*v)l/2 (5) 
be a polar decomposition of V. Fix D on the orthocomplement of the range of I’ 
by putting Dy = y for all q~ EW( I’)‘. This implies 
D = D* = D-1 and D2 = I. (6) 
The factorization of I’ used in this paper is then given by 
B GE / V /l/2, A = BD = DB. (7) 
In the spirit of the KK-approach the proof of the existence and the completeness 
of the wave operators (Theorem 1) can now be based on the following assumption: 
(4 
5S(H”) C C@(B). The densely defined operator BRO(z) A has 
a compact extension for all z E p(HO). There is a 2 E p(HO) -- 
such that I + BRO(x) A is invertible. The boundary values 
limaLo BRO(X & is) A exist in norm for all h E R, uniformly 
on each compact subset of R. 
It is convenient to exclude the occurrence of subspaces on which the perturbation 
V has no effect and which are trivial with respect to the scattering problem. 
This is achieved through the following assumption: 
(B) 
The smallest subspace of S which contains 9?(A) and reduces 
Ho is &’ itself. 
Remark a. Assumption (B) does not substantially reduce the generality of the 
argument. Most results of this paper remain valid if(B) is not satisfied. In particu- 
lar this is true of Theorem 2. 
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THEOREM 1. Assume (A) and (B). Then 
(i) there exists a unique self-adjoint operator H on s&’ whose resolvent R(z) 
satisjes the equation 
R”(z) - R(z) = R(z) A BRO(x); (8) 
(ii) for Ho and H, the wave operators (1) exist and are complete; 
(iii) there exists a Lebesgue-measwable family of Hilbert spaces P((h), X E [w, 
with direct integral 9 = s” P(h) dh, and a unitary operator U: Z? + 9 such 
that the scattering operator (2) is transformed into a decomposable operator on 9: 
usu-1 = 
s 
@ S(X) dh. 
Theorem 1 is known. We will therefore not give a complete proof for it. We will 
however, in Section 4, give some information on the construction of the direct 
integral Hilbert space 9 and obtain an explicit expression for S(h), the scattering 
matrix. 
Theorem 2, in analogy with (4), will be formulated in terms of the logarithm of 
the determinant of the scattering matrix, evaluated at the boundary of the 
continuous spectrum of Ho. In order that this quantity be well defined, three 
more assumptions and two definitions will be introduced. The following notations 
justified by Assumption A, are convenient for their formulation: 
B(z) = BRO(z) for x E p(HO); (9) 
Q(z) ES I + BRO(z) A for z E p(HO); (10) 
Q+(h) = tg Q(h i ia> for XE R; 
p 3 {a E p(HO)/Q(z) has a bounded inverse}; 
r* = {h E R/Q*(X) has a bounded inverse); 
r = r, n r- ; 
T, = {.zEC/Imz > O}Uc 
Y(z) = Q(x)-’ Q(z) - I for zEp; 
Y(A) ES 1;s Y(h + ~3) = &+(X)-l Q-(A) - I for her+. (11) 
The following assumption ensures that the determinant of S(h) is well defined 
and continuous on r+ : 
(i) Y(z) is a continuous traceclass-valued function on p. 
(ii) For 6 > 0, Y(h + i8) is /I * &-continuously differentiable 
(C) with respect to I\. 
(iii) The limit (11) exists in tracenorm; the convergence is 
uniform on each compact subset of r+ . 
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The set on which the logarithm of the determinant of S(h) is to be evaluated 
is given by the following: 
DEFINITION. Let d C R be nonempty and closed. Then d’ is a countable 
union of disjoint open intervals &-, pk+), k = 1,2,..., one or two of which may 
be half-infinite. The set /3(d) =r {pk-, pLr+/k = 1,2,...} will be called the border of 
d. Let f be a (complex-valued) function defined at least on all finite elements 
of /3(d) and in a neighborhood of the infinite elements of p(O). If -&cc E p(A) 
suppose that the limits f (&co) = lim,,*, f (A) exist. Then the number 
f w3(Ll) = c L&k+) -f (/+->I 
k 
will be called the oak off on /3(d). 
We draw the attention of the reader to the fact that ,!I(a(HO)) does not coincide 
with the boundary &(H”) in Eq. (4). In the case a(H”) = [0, CO), for example, 
one has aa = (0, co}, but /3(o(H”)) = {-co, 0). More generally /3(d) is 
related more closely to the boundary of the complement of d than to the boundary 
of d itself. It may, however, differ from the topological boundary of d’. Therefore 
we call it the border. 
The border &u(P)) should be contained in the set on which the determinant 
of S(h) is well defined and its logarithm can be defined. This is the content 
of Assumption (D): 
m P E B(u(HO)h p finite 3 p E IY 
For technical reasons which will become apparent in Section 5, the behavior 
of B(x) in the neighborhood of /3(u(H”)) must not be too divergent. This re- 
quirement is the object of Assumption (E): 
B(z) E a,(X) for all z E p(H”) and B: p(H”) -+ Bz(%) is continuous. 
Furthermore there exist c > 0, d > 0, and 0 < 7 < 1 such that 
if kEN, pk->-a, IX-pk-[ <d, Rez>p,-; 
if kEN, pk+ < +CO, Ix-pk+l <d, Rez<pk+. 
Finally the number of eigenvalues to be considered is specified by the 
DEFINITION. The elements of u(H) n p(HO) will be referred to as isolated 
eigenvalues of H. The number of isolated eigenvalues of H, counted according 
to their multiplicities, will be denoted by N. We are now ready to formulate 
the main result of the present paper. 
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THEOREM 2. Assume (A), (B), (C), (D), and (E). Then 
(i) N is @ire; 
(ii) for x E r, : 
W) E ~lwl 
det[l + Y(z)] is continuous and nonzero, 
det[I + Y(z)] has a continuous logarithm, which is determined by 
exp[ln det Y(z)] = det Y(z) up to an additive collstant; 
(iii) the Hilbert spaces F(h) and the operators S(X) of Theorem 1 can be 
chosen such that for h E r: 
S(h) is defined, 
S(h) - W) E ~&q)), 
det S(X) is continuous, as well as 
det S(h) = det[l + Y(h)]; (12) 
(iv) In det[l + Y(h)]ls(o,H~)l = 27&V. (13) 
Theorem 2 will be proved in Section 5. Here we only make a comment on 
Fart (iv). 
Remark b. The relation between (4) and (12), (13) is as yet not entirely 
obvious, but depends on the possibility of defining a logarithm for det S(h). 
It seems natural that, on each connected component of r, In det S(X) should 
be chosen continuous; but there is a priori no obvious way to relate the choice 
of a particular branch of the logarithm on one connected component of r to 
the choice of such a branch on another connected component of l7 Such a 
choice is, however, facilitated by the close relationship between S(X) -I(X) 
and Y(A). This relationship is in fact much deeper than it appears from (12). 
It will be shown below that there is a mapping K(X): X’ - F(h), bounded 
and with dense range, which intertwines between S(h) - I(h) and Y(X); in this 
context it will be seen that the nonzero eigenvalues of the two operators coincide 
and have equal multiplicities. This amply justifies defining the logarithm of 
det S(h) by 
In det S(h) E In det[l + Y(A)] for hEr. (14) 
Equations (13) and (14) immediately yield the 
COROLLARY. Assume (A), (B), (C), (D), and(E). Then 
JV = zf In det S(h)l,(,(,o)) . (15) 
Equation (15) is the modification of (4) announced above. 
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We draw the attention of the reader to the fact that these results are extremely 
sensitive to a redefinition of the logarithm, because they correspond to a counting 
of the winding number of det S(h). In Section 7 an example will be given for 
the fact that a different definition of the logarithm yields a different result. 
3. THE SCATTERING MATRIX 
In this section we give a rough outline of the KK-approach. For the sake of 
brevity, we will concentrate on those notions which we need later on and refer 
to the literature for more details and proofs. In particular Theorem l(i) was 
first obtained, under somewhat different assumptions, by Kato [13] and adapted 
to the present case by Konno and Kuroda [15]. The construction of the wave 
operators, Theorem l(ii) and (iii), is carried out in the framework of certain 
spectral representations given by the 
DEFINITION. Let G be a self-adjoint, absolutely continuous operator on Z 
with spectral measure {E(d)/d Borel} and let .M be a linear manifold in &‘. 
A (G, .I)-spectral representation consists of: 
(i) a Lebesgue measurable family of Hilbert spaces S(h), h E [w, with 
scalar products (., .)* ; 
(ii) a family of maps L(h), /\ E Iw, mapping &‘ linearly onto a dense subset 
of 9(X:) and satisfying 
Wh w?4 = g (w EN- ah Q/J> for ~J,#EJ%‘, XEIW; (16) 
(iii) the direct integral Hilbert space 9 = so 9(h) dh with scalar product 
(., .) == j-(., .X dh; 
(iv) a unitary map U: Z -+ 9 satisfying for all d Bore1 and all v E .M 
( UK4 b&v = XL@) -WV for a.e. X E [w. 
This spectral representation will be denoted by (‘9(h), L(h), U). 
The KK-approach proceeds to show that there exist a (HO, W(A))-spectral 
representation (9’(A), L(h), V) and a (H’, W(A))-spectral representation (B’(h), 
L’(h), U’), where H’ is the absolutely continuous part of H, Z” the corresponding 
subspace of X. (Ho is assumed to be absolutely continuous; cf. Remark f at 
the end of Section 4.) Next the following operators are defined: 
Q*(X) : c!?(A) -+ sl(A) by G(A) L(W = L’(X) 4&-.(4, 
Q*:B+9 by % 3 v(A) - f-J&) ~(4 E 9’7 (17) 
sz*:~+X by sZ* = (U’)-l &U. 
Q+(h), fi!;t , and sZ* are unitary. Finally, 52* are shown to be identical with the 
wave operators defined by (1) and S can be defined by (2). 
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This method yields a proof of Theorem 1. Detailed accounts are presented 
in [14, Sect. 4, in particular Theorem 4.5, and Sect. 61 and, in a more abstract 
setting, in [16]. Assumptions made are of the type of Assumption (A), but less 
specific; the particular case given by Assumption (A) is mentioned, but not 
treated in [14]. It is exhibited in detail in [8, Sects. C4 and C5], where all proofs 
may be found. Here we only record for later use: 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume (A) and (B). Then there exists a (HO, @A))-spectral 
representation (9(X), L(X), U) with the property that for all h E [w the operator 
L(X)A has a bounded extension K(h). The spaces F(h), 9 of Theorem l(iii) may 
be chosen as F(h) = 3(h), F = 9; the operators S(X) of Theorem I(iii) may then 
be chosen as follows: for h E r, , S(h) is determined by 
W) W) = qw + W)l (18) 
and by continuous extension. S(h) is unitary. 
Proof. Existence of the spectral representation is shown by construction 
[14, 81. Thereby L(h) is chosen so that, for v E 9(A), 
IL(h) 4 II2 = $g (~$3 T& R”(h + i6) - R”(h - iS)] AT) 
= & 1:~ <v, D[Q@ + is) - Q(A - is)] q) 
by (7) and (10). Because Q(h & ia) is bounded and has a bounded limit as 6 4 0, 
L(h)A has a bounded extension. Unitarity of S(h) as well as (18) follow from 
unitarity of L&(h) and from (17) and (11). 1 
Remark c. Equation (18) will prove very useful because it allows us to obtain 
results about the scattering matrix, operating in 9(h), without working in 9(h) 
at all, but working instead with Y(A), an operator in X. 
4. THE OPERATORS Q(z) 
Remarks b and c show why the operators Y(h) and thus Q(h) and their inverses 
will play a central role in the proof of Theorem 2. Some preliminary results of an 
algebraic and analytic nature on these operators are collected in this section. 
PROPOSITION 2. Assume (A). Then 
(i) the Jirst resolve& equation holds in the form: for z, , z2 E p(HO) 
QW - Q(d = (21 - 4 WJ WJ*Q (1% 
(ii) the operator H of Theorem l(i) is an extension of HO + V; it satisfies 
B(H) C B(B) and p(HO) n p(H) = p; 
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(iii) the second resolvent equation holds in the form: fo z E p 
RO(z) - R(z) = B(5)* DQ(z)-1 B(z). (20) 
Proof. Part (i) follows from the first resolvent equation for p(z), multiplied 
by B on the left and by A on the right, as well as from Assumption (A) and 
Eqs. (T), (9), and (10). Part (ii) is established during the proof of Theorem l(i); 
see [13]. Part (iii) follows from the summation of the perturbation series obtained 
by iteration from (8), whereby again Assumption (A) and Eqs. (7) (9) and (10) 
are used. i 
PROI'OSITION 3. Assume (A). Then 
(i) Q(z) is holomorphic in p(HO) and has (norm-) continuous boundary 
values -from above and below on a(HO). 
(ii) Q(z) has a bounded inverse for all z E p. 
(iii) The complements (with respect to R) of the sets r, are closed and of 
(linear Lebesgue) measure zero. 
(iv) Q(z)-’ is holomorphic in p and has (norm-) continuous boundary values 
from above (below) on I’+(C). For X E I’, 
1:$-r Q(X f i&)-l = Q&(X)-l. 
Proof. (i) For CJI E B(A), 4 E 9(B) the function (9, Q(Z)+) = (v, C/J) + 
(Bcp, F(Z) A#) is holomorphic on p(Ho). Since Q(Z) is bounded and .9(A) =9(B) 
is dense it follows that Q(z) is holomorphic on p(HO). The continuity of the 
boundary values follows from the uniformity of the convergence in Assumption 
(4. 
(ii) Let z E p(H”) be such that Q(s) does not have a bounded inverse. 
Since Q(Z) - I is compact there is a v # 0 with Q(z)P, = 0. It follows that 
II, = H(z)* Dp, # 0 and a small calculation shows H# = z$, implying z E U(H) 
and thus (ii). 
(iii) This follows from an application of the F. and M. Riesz theorem. 
First one shows that for each )\ E [w there is a 6 > 0 and a function f+ : S- @, 
S = {Z E @/I z - X ( < 6, Im z > 0}, with the following properties: f+ is not 
identically zero, f+ is holomorphic in S, continuous in S, and for X E S n [w 
f+(X) ::= 0 if and only if X E r+‘. Such a function may be constructed as follows: 
Given h, let 6 > 0 be such that /] Q(Z) - Q+(A)11 < $ for z E S; let F be a finite 
rank operator with /j Q+(h) -F/I < $ and let Q(Z) be the restriction to 9!(F) 
of the operator I + F(Q(z) - F)-l. Then Q( x is invertible if and only if Q(s) is; ) 
thus j+(s) = det[1+ Q(s)] h as all required properties. The F. and M. Riesz 
theorem implies that S n r+’ is closed and of measure zero. It follows that for 
each compact A C R the set A n r+ ’ is closed and of measure zero and thus 
so is ,Y_‘. The argument for r-’ is analogous. 
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(iv) This follows from (i), (ii), ( ), iii an continuity of the inverse operation d 
in a(X). 1 
Remark d. Although the parts of Proposition 2 may be found in various 
sources, a complete proof of (iii) seems to be missing in the published literature. 
The proof presented here is due to Amrein et al. [2, Chap. 91. 
We conclude this section with two more remarks, the first concerning a 
particular case and the second a generalization of the situation considered in 
Assumption (A). 
Remark e. In many applications v is such that L) commutes with R”(z). 
In this case Q+(h) = Q-(X)* and r+. coincides with r- . 
Remark f. Combined with (B), (A) implies that Ho is absolutely continuous. 
H may have singular spectrum contained in I’+’ u r’. All results of this paper 
may be generalized to the case where Ho has singular spectrum by admitting 
sets rr, closed and of measure zero, on which lim,,,Q(/\ & is) need not exist. 
The wave operators (1) have then to be replaced by generalized wave operators 
[141. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
It has been proved by Konno and Kuroda [I51 that, if Assumptions (A) 
and (D) hold, then U(H) n p(HO) consists of a finite set of eigenvalues, each of 
finite multiplicity. Thus Theorem 2(i) holds. 
Next, by Assumptions (C(i)) and (C(iii)), Y( .) is a continuous function from 
r, to gr(Z) and thus det[l + Y(.)] is continuous in r, ; furthermore 
I + Y(x) = Q(Z)-’ Q(g) is invertible for z E C, z 6 R by Proposition 3(ii) and 
I + Y(h) = Q+(A)-‘Q-(h) is invertible for h E r by the definition of r. Thus 
det[l + Y(.)] is nonzero on r, . But each continuous, complex-valued, nonzero 
function f(s), defined on a simply connected subset of @, admits a continuous 
logarithm g(z) = lnf(Z), determined up to an additive constant by exp[g(z)] = 
f(z). This proves Theorem 2(ii) under Assumptions (A) and (C). 
For the proof of Theorem 2(iii) we assume (A), (B), and (C) and choose S(h) 
as in Proposition 1. The proof makes use of two lemmata about determinants 
given in the Appendix. Let X E r. We first show that K(X)4 = 0 * Y(h)+ = 0. 
Equation (16) and the resolvent loop integral formula [22, Vol. V, Sect. 1941 
imply for all v E g(A), # E g(A) that 
VW% WWA = W) 4, W) 4)~ 
= $ (4, E((- a,W A#) 
= & lig (Av, [RO(X + 2) - Ro(X - is)] A#) 
= & (~3 o[Q+(4 - Q-N #>; 
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since K(h), D, Q&I) E A?(S) th e equality (K(h)v, K(A)#)A = (1/2ti) 
x CT, D[Q+@) - Q-(A)]#J> extends by continuity to all p E Z’, 1+4 E 8. Thus, 
if K(h)+ = 0, then (p, D[Q+(h) -Q-(h)]+) = 0 for all v E .%‘. From this and 
(6) it follows that 
D”[Q+@) - Q-(31$ = [Q+@) - Q-(41+ = 0, 
Q+W Q-(4+ = # and by (11) Y(A)I) = 0. 
Denoting by P the projection on the orthocomplement of the kernel of K(I\) it 
follows that 
K(A)P [I + Y(h)]P = K(h)[l + Y(X)] = S(h) K(h) by W. 
This, together with Assumption (C) and the fact that S(h) is normal, implies 
according to Lemma 1 that S(h)-1(;\)&9’,(B(h)) and det S(/\) = det P[I + Y(h)]P. 
Furthermore the first part of the proof implies according to Lemma 2 that 
det[l -k Y(X)] = det P[.Z + Y(A)]P, whence (12). 
The continuity of det S(h) follows from (12) and the continuity of det[l+ Y(h)]. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2(iii). 
The proof of Theorem 2(iv) makes use of all five assumptions. The idea 
of the proof is to consider 2vi N as the result of integrating tr[RO(x) - R(z)] 
along a curve enclosing the isolated eigenvalues of H, to deform the contour 
in such a way that it connects the different points of p(o(HO)) and to transform 
the integrand by algebraic manipulations into the derivative of In det S(X). 
The proof will be split into three parts. The first will show that it is sufficient 
to consider one interval &-, pk+), the second contains the definition of the 
contour of integration and its deformation, and the third the algebra. 
(CX) From Proposition 3 and Eq. (11) one has Y(h) = 0 for h E R n p; 
it follows that det S(X) and In det S(X) are constant on any interval d C (R! n p). 
Writing p(H”) as a countable union of disjoint open intervals (pk-, Pi+), K E N, 
one concludes in particular that the half-infinite intervals may be replaced by 
finite intervals in Eq. (15). In fact, due to Theorem 2(i) if (CL-, 03) C p(HO), then 
(u, co) C p for some Y 2 PL- and by the above In det S(co) = limAtm In det S(A) 
exists and 
In det S(c0) = In det S(V). (21) 
A similar argument holds for (--CO, p+). 
It is now sufficient to show the following: Let (Pi-, pk+) be one of the finite 
open intervals of p(Hs) or a finite interval replacing a half-infinite interval 
of p(Ha). Let Nk be the number of isolated eigenvalues of H in (pk-, plc+). Then 
In det S(plc+) - In det S&-) = 2ai Nk . (22) 
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This is sufficient for the following reason: For all but a finite number of indices 
K one has Nk = 0, (Pi-, p*+) C p, and In det S&-) = In det S&+) by the 
above argument. Summing over the remaining indices and taking (21) into 
account yields (15). 
(/?) We now turn to the proof of (22). Let d be as in Assumption (E). 
Let r, , 0 < S < d, be the contour consisting of r,+ (the straight line segment 
from pk+ + iS to pr- + is), r,- (the semicircle of center ps- and radius S lying 
in Re x > Pi- and oriented “downwards”), r,- (the straight line segment from 
CLr- - iS to fan+ - is), and r,+ (the semicircle of center pk+ and radius S lying 
in Re z 3 prc+ and oriented “upwards”). 
From (20) and Assumption (E) one has 
1) RO(z) - R(z)jl, -< 1) Q”(z)-’ Ij Ii B(z)ll”, . 
Assumption (D) combined with Proposition 3(iv) implies that there is a 6, > 0 
such that I] Q(z)-’ /I is uniformly bounded on the semicircles 1 z - pk- ] < So , 
Re z > I*.~-- and 1 x - Pi+ j < So , Re z < pLk+ as well as on each r, , S < So . 
Using the uniform boundedness of j/ Q(a)-’ 11 on r, together with the first part 
of Assumption (E), one concludes that R,(z) - R(x) is continuous from r, to 
gB,(X). A calculation based on the resolvent loop integral formula gives 
s 
tr[RO(z) - R(z)] dz = 2n-iNk for all S < So . 
rrs 
Using the uniform boundedness of j] Q(z)-’ j/ on the semicircles together with 
the second part of Assumption (E), one concludes that, in the limit S 4 0, the 
semicircles I’,* do not contribute to the integral and 
2riN, = lim 
I m ra+“r&+ 
tr[RO(z) - R(z)] d.z 
L 
= hulls +’ {tr[RO(X - is) - R(X - is)] - tr[RO(/\ + is) - R(h i is)]> dA. 
ulc- 
(y) Using (19) and the continuity of B(x) one finds that 
& Y(X + is) = Q(X + is)-lB(h - is) B(A + iS)*D 
- Q(h + iS)-lB(X + is) B(h - iS)*DQ(A f iS)-lQ(A - is). 
On the other hand (20) and commutativity under the trace yield 
tr[lP(;\ - is) - iP(h - is)] - tr[RO(X + is) - R(h + is)] 
= tr[Q(x - iS)-‘Q(A + is) Q(A + is)-l B(h - is) B(h + iS)*D 
- Q(A - is)-l Q(h + is) Q(X -+ 3)-l B(h + is) B(A - iS)*D 
X Q(h + is)-’ Q(h - is)], 
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so that 
Gokhberg and Krein have shown [lo, Sect. IV. 1.91 that for an analytic .%i(&‘)- 
valued function X(a) 
tr I[1 + X(z)]-1 1 X(z)\ = $ In det[1 + X(z)]. 
An analysis of their proof shows that it is sufficient to assume continuous 
differentiability with respect to X = Re a. Their result is therefore applicable 
here and yields 
2&N, = lim s 
w++ d 
80 uk- 
dx In det[1 + Y(h + is)] dh 
= In det s&f) - In det S(pk-) 
by Assumptions (C) and (D) and the definition of the logarithm of det S(X). 
This completes the proof of (iv) and thus of Theorem 2. 1 
As has been mentioned in the Introduction, Theorem 2 establishes a connec- 
tion between a quantity depending on the discrete spectra of HO and H and a 
quantity related to the (absolutely) continuous spectra of Ho and H. This is so 
because N should be thought of as the difference of the numbers of eigenvalues 
of H and of HO; it follows indeed from the proof that, in the case mentioned in 
Remark f, N has to be replaced by N - NO, No being the number of isolated 
eigenvalues of HO. On the other hand the (possibly modified) wave operators 
map the absolutely continuous subspaces of &’ with respect to HO and H 
unitarily onto each other, whereas they annihilate the singular subspaces. The 
scattering matrix is therefore related to the absolutely continuous spectra of HO 
and H only. 
6. THE RANK ONE CASE 
The behavior of the determinant of the scattering matrix and the content of 
Theorem 2 will now be illustrated by means of a very simple example. Hereby 
rather restrictive conditions will be imposed in order to make the characteristic 
features appear more clearly. In particular the perturbation will be chosen to be 
an operator of rank one. Since the main purpose of this section and the next are 
clarification and interpretation, the arguments will be exposed with less formal 
details and more intuitive reasoning than in the previous sections. 
w9/WI-9 
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Consider the following abstract scattering system, henceforth denoted by (Rl): 
Let U” be a bounded self-adjoint operator with purely absolutely 
continuous spectrum. Let p E &, I/ 9) /) = 1 be cyclic for (the 
spectral measure of) Ho and let V be given by 
(RI) v* = g<s% #>% ge R. 
For definiteness assume g > 0. Put r(x) = (p?, bob) and 
and assume that the limits r+(A) = limslo r(h + is) exist for 
all h E Iw; finally assume that for h E r’ r*(/\) is differentiable 
and that its derivative is Holder continuous of index j > 0. 
System (Rl) is a particular case of a class of scattering systems known as 
Friedrich’s models. Formula( 15) has been proved for a suitable class of Friedrich’s 
models by Buslaev [5, Theorem 51. In (RI), according to (5) and (7), D = 1, 
A = B, and 
B# = P2 CT> #>P 
It follows that 
SC@ = # +&4 (~9 ~>~~ (23) 
Assumptions A, B, and C are easily verified. Remark e applies and r’ = I’+‘ = 
I’-’ = (A E R/r+(h) = r-(h) = -g-l}. Th e set r can be characterized more 
precisely than in the general case: 
PROPOSITION 4. Consider (Rl). The-n r’ consists of a finite number of points 
I < -0. < Ah4 . X E r’ if and only if h is an eigenvalue of H = HO + V. All 
eigenvalues are simple. 
A proof of Proposition 4 would necessitate the introduction of a formalism 
which is otherwise of no relevance to the present paper. This does not seem 
worthwhile in view of the fact that the proof of analogous results for a similar 
scattering system already appears in the literature [9, Sect. 31. Therefore no 
proof is given here. A detailed proof may be found in [S, Sect. E3]. 
It follows from (23) that for h E r 
det S(/\) = : T y-[ii 
‘+ 
= exp{-2i arg[l + gr+(h)]}. 
We examine det S(h) first in the case where all eigenvalues of H are isolated. 
Let 1 < K < M - 1. Note that I+@,) = Y+(A~+~) = ---rl. Also, h E p(HO) 
implies Y+(A) real and 
g y+@> = g <QJ, WQP) = I/ P(X) p II2 > 0. 
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From this one concludes that for sufficiently small 6 > 0 Re[l + gr+(h, + S)] > 0 
but R41 + gr+(b+l - S)] < 0. Noticing that Im r+(h) 2 0 for all X E [w, one 
sees that, as h runs from Ak + 6 to A,,, - 6, 1 + gr+(h) varies continuously in the 
upper half-plane from a positive to a negative number without ever taking the 
value zero. Thus arg[l + gr,(h)] varies from 2m7r to (2m + 1)7r for some m EZ 
and, in view of (24), det S(h) turns exactly once in negative sense around the unit 
circle. In other terms (l/2+) In det S(X) decreases by one. Taking into account 
that limhshm r+(h) = 0 one finds similarly that (l/2&) In det S(X) decreases by 
one as X runs from -cc to A, , but that it does not vary as X runs from A, to 
$00. An argument exactly analogous to the one that has been applied to the 
path leading from A, + 6 to AK+1 - 6 may be applied to a continuous path 
leading from Ak - 6 to A, + S in the upper half-plane. It yields that (l/2&) 
xlndet[I+Y( )] a increases by one. In view of the definition of In det S(X) and 
the fact that In det S(h) is constant on (A,-, , hk) and on (A, , A,,,), one con- 
cludes that (1/2ti) In det S(X) has a jump of magnitude +l at A, . In the case 
where all eigenvalues of H are isolated we now have a complete description 
of the behavior of (1/2ti) In det S(h). Based on this information the validity 
of Theorem 2 is easily checked. 
We now drop the restriction that all eigenvalues of H be isolated and claim 
that, under the assumptions made at the beginning of this section, (1/2rri) 
In det S(h) shows the same behavior as in the more restrictive case: 
PROF~OSITION 5. Under the assumptions made in Proposition 4 
(i) (1/2z-i) In det S(X) d emeases by one as h funs from --00 to A, OY from A, to x 
k+l ) k = I)...) M - 1. 
(ii) (1/2ti) In det S(h) d oes not vary as h runs from AM to fc0. 
(iii) (l/279 ln det S(X) has a jump of magnitude +I at A, , k = I,..., M. 
Proqf. If it can be established that for k = l,..., M 
then the proof of(i), (ii), and (iii) follows along the same line as above. Equation 
(25) is established on the basis of the Holder continuity of dr+/dh as follows: 
Im r+(h) 3 0 and Im r+(h,) = 0 imply (d/dh) Im ‘+(A,) = 0 and 
$f (h) = $ Re y+(b) = g l$ Re Y(A, + is). 
One then proves that 
$ 1;~ Re I+(& + i6) = 1~~ & Re ++(A, + iS) 
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by showing that the derivatives (djdh) Re v(h -!- i6) converge uniformly in ;t 
neighborhood of A, as 6 4 0. Finally one observes that 
strictly by writing it as an integral over the spectrum of Ho. The two last steps 
use the Holder continuity of dr+/dA at X -= A, . For more details the reader is 
referred once more to [8, Sect. E3]. 1 
Just as in the case where all eigenvalues are isolated Theorem 2 is readily 
checked. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Equation (15) gives a method to calculate the number of isolated eigenvalues 
of H. It will now be shown that in certain cases a different definition of the 
logarithm leads to a formula counting the number of all eigenvalues of N. 
THEOREM 3. Consider (RI). Put omax= SUP o(HO), O,in = inf o(H”) and 
let T be the unit circle. Then there is a continuous function D: R + T, coinciding 
on r with det S(h) and satisfying 
& [‘n DC U,QJ - ln D(Q~~~)I = Ma (26) 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 5 one has 
$I d m f-+(&J = a Im r-(&J = 0, k = l,..., M. 
Since moreover Re r+(X) = Re r-(X), h E [w, the rule of Bernoulli and L’Hospital 
gives 
(dy-PW) 
8% det ‘(‘) = $2 (&+/&)(A) 
= lim Cdldx) Re y-(h) = 1 
,wk (d/d/\) Re r+(h) ’ 
Similarly lirnATAk det S(A) = 1. Therefore 
defines a continuous function coinciding on r with det S(A). 
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Equation (26) is now a consequence of Proposition 5 and Theorem 2 because 
elimination of the jump of (1/2ti)ln det S(h) at an eigenvalue hi (pk-,pk+)C p(HO) 
leads to In D(pk-) = In D(pk+) and elimination of the jump of (1/2ni) In det S(h) 
at an eigenvalue h E a(H”) leads to the counting of this eigenvalue. [ 
The observation that under certain circumstances eigenvalues embedded in the 
continuum are being counted by equations such as (3) has first been made by 
Martin [18]. In potential scattering, conditions are known under which isolated 
and embedded eigenvalues occur but their total number remains finite [I]. This 
suggests that generalizations of Theorem 3, at least to potential scattering, and 
possibly to abstract scattering systems, should exist. Such generalizations have 
yet to be proved. 
Finally some remarks on the applicability of the results of this paper to phys- 
ically interesting scattering systems are in order. In nuclear physics, scattering 
systems with interactions of rank one and a (relativistic or nonrelativistic) 
kinetic energy as free energy are frequently considered. They are known under 
the name “systems with a separable interaction.” Theorems 2 and 3 are valid 
for a large class of such systems; this follows from Sections 6 and 7 because the 
boundedness of Ho has not been essential to our arguments [26]. 
The case of potential scattering has been considered in [4, 191, as mentioned 
in the Introduction. Our results allow considerable weakening of the restrictions 
imposed in [4, 191 on the potential. In fact, Theorem 2 applies to potential 
scattering with v(.) eL1([W3) n R, where R is the Rollnik class [20]. It is known 
that Assumption (A) is satisfied for such scattering systems. Assumption (B) is 
inessential for Theorem 2 (see Remark a). Assumption (D) has to be imposed 
in the form 0 E r. The fact that (C) and (E) are satisfied is not obvious; its 
proof .will be published elsewhere [27]. Levinson’s original result (3) can be 
rederived from this application if the potential a(.) is chosen spherically sym- 
metric. The generality of the scattering system considered in Theorem 2 
permits us to imagine applications to other physical situations. For instance, 
HO may be taken to contain not only the kinetic energy but also the energy due 
to a periodic potential, V again being some localized potential. The scattering 
operator then describes scattering of electrons from impurities in a crystal [24] 
and T’heorem 2 is connected to the change of the density of states due to the 
impurities [28]. 
APPENDIX 
The Appendix contains two results on determinants in Hilbert space which 
do not seem to appear in the standard literature on the subject. 
For Y E gr(Z) and K E J%(X) such that K-l E g(8) the following equality 
is well. known [lo, Sect. IV.1.61: det[l + Y] = det[l + KYK-l]. It may be 
generalized as follows: 
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LEMMA I. Let Xl and Zz be two Hilbert spaces, Yl Ebb, Yz E a(&‘??), 
Y, normal and K: Sl -j tiz a bounded and invertible linear map with dense range. 
Assume KY1 = Y,K. Then Yz ~a~(&$) and det[I + Ya] = det[I -t Y,]. 
Proof. It will be shown that Yr and Ya have the same nonzero eigenvalues 
and that the corresponding root spaces have the same dimension. Once that is 
shown one uses the normality of Yz to conclude that the s-numbers of Ya satisfy 
sj(Y.J = I Aj(Y2)/ [lo, Sect. 11.2.11 and thus 
7 W2) = T I W2)I = c I Wl)I G 1 S,(Yl) 
j j 
by [IO, Sect. 11.3.31. This implies Yz ear and det[l + Y,] = det[I + Y,]. 
Next we show that u(Yi) C u(Ya). Let h f 0 be an eigenvalue of Yr with 
root space gA1. Given p E gA1 there is n E N such that ( Y1 - hI)n v = 0; this 
implies K(Y* - hI)“p, = (Yz -- hl)” KS, = 0 so that X is an eigenvalue 
of Ys and Kq E gAz. It follows that KgA1 C %?A2 and, because K is invertible, 
dim ZZA1 < dim gA2. 
To complete the proof it suffices to show that none of the following three 
possibilities may occur: 
(i) Ya has continuous spectrum; 
(ii) 1-a has an eigenvalue which is not eigenvalue of Y, ; 
(iii) there is a h # 0 E u( Y1) with dim MA1 = dim K93,l < dim .9?~‘,,~. 
Indeed, if neither (i) nor (ii) occurs, then u(Yz) C o(Yr), and if (iii) does not 
occur either, then dim .%?,,l = dim 9?,,2 for all h E u( YJ = u(Y2). 
To see that (i), (ii), (iii) d o not occur one proceeds by contradiction: According 
to the spectral theorem for the normal operator Ya any one of(i), (ii), (iii) implies 
the existence of a vector $ E #a , $ # 0, $ J- KS?,l for all h E u(Y1). Because K 
is bounded it follows that # is orthogonal to the image under K of the closed 
linear hull of all WA1, h E u(Y,), i.e., to KS1 [IO, Sect. 1.4.11 and because the 
range of K is dense by assumption one has #lXa, producing the contradiction. fl 
Finally we prove 
LEMMA 2. Let Y ES?~(#). Let 9 C Z be a subspace such that Y+!I = 0 
for all ZJ E F’-. Let P be the orthogonal projection onto 9. Then det[I c Y] =-= 
det P[I + YIP, where the second determinant is taken in 9. 
Proof. Let AnX be the n-fold antisymmetric product of &’ and let 
A E gr(Z). Then A”A E 9&(/l”%‘) and the series in the following equation 
converges absolutely [21]: 
det[l + A] = f tr(kA). 
71=0 
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Using this for Y and for PYP one only has to establish that tr(AnY), taken in 
A”&‘, equals tr(An(PYP)), taken in A%?. To see this, consider an orthonormal 
basis {vj}j)isN of ~9’ with the property that {yBj}isN is a basis of 9. (If dim P = 
m < a) choose (vl}jsN such that {vr ,..., TV} is a basis of 9; for this case the 
Lemma is proved in [21, Lemma 3.61.) Then {P)~, A 1.. A ~i,}il<...<i, is a basis 
of An% and {vsi, A ... A yzi,)j,<...<j, is a basis of A?!?, Writing tr(AnY) and 
tr(d”(PYP)) in these bases, all those terms of tr(A%Y) vanish, whose basis 
vector has one or more factors with odd indices. The terms of tr(A”Y) and 
tr(A”(PYP)) with only even indices being identical, the statement of the Lemma 
follows. 1 
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